Keyo Brigg Bomber
The Keyo Brigg Bomber was a World Cup race again but
Hungarian Ferenc Csima, who has competed at Brigg before,
was the only entrant from overseas. Home numbers were also
depleted, Covid fallout and high fuel prices being likely causes,
those not present including Michael Mason, clear winner
last time. Lincsquad came up with some other ideas to boost numbers.
There was an associated triathlon and also a sprint distance quadrathlon
to accompany the middle distance World Cup race.
The middle distance race consisted of two laps of each part of the
course, the sprinters undertaking only one lap of each. Thus Sophie
Hedges was first out of the water after the swim and away on her bike
1:21 before anyone else in the sprint event and she also had the fastest
cycle ride by a minute. A mini roundabout in front of the new Aldi
store meant that bikes could turn much nearer to the bridge rather
than having to go further into town, the course being designed so that
cyclists did not need to cross the road in the face of oncoming traffic to
get back to the Ancholme Leisure Centre.

The mass swim in the Ancholme.

Surprisingly, Hedges used a short kayak for the paddle,
losing 10 minutes to Jason Frary, who had been only a couple
of minutes behind her, and lost another three on the run to
take the overall win at this distance. Caroline Jones capsized
on launching but was a powerful paddler when she got going,
only 3 seconds slower than David Jones despite the capsize.
Steve Clark was fastest in the swim for the middle distance but
Csima was out of the water just 13 seconds behind him, Kyle Campbell
another 42 seconds back but there was over 3 minutes to the next male
competitor, Philippe Jumeau. Csima took 13 seconds off Clark on the
bike, to put them equal. Peter Connolly was exactly 3 minutes slower
than Clark.
Then it all changed. Clark was first on the water but, while he was
setting himself up, Csima launched and powered away into the distance.
Csima’s time was over 10 minutes faster than the next quickest paddler,
Campbell, and a quarter of an hour up on Clark.
On the whole, the weather was cool and miserable, even some
light showers, while the wind was a modest northerly breeze, blowing

Sophie Hedges first out of the water.

Jason Frary on the bike ride.

Ferenc Csima powers away past Steve Clark, who had launched before him.
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Ferenc Csima
Steve Clark
Kyle Campbell
Liz Dawson
Helen Adams
Siobhan Henn
This chart includes transition times with previous legs.
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Csima’s kayak unchallenged

